VIGESIMOCUARTO TEST DE INGLES:
CHOOSE THE CORRECT FORM:

1- The car **will repaired/will be repaired** by us.
2- The building **was painted/was paint** yesterday.
3- The painting **was been putting/was put** on display.
4- A lot of champagne **was drunk/was drunken** at the party.
5- The Olympic Games **will be held/will be hold** soon.
6- The chocolate **is being eaten/is being ate** by my daughter..
7- She **had been hitted/had been hit** by a tennis ball.
8- The earthquake **was feel/was felt** by everyone in the city.
9- The Queen **will be seen/will see** by many people.
10- The money **has been stole/has been stolen** by a robber.
11- Macbeth **was written/was wrote** by Shakespeare.
12- The race **will probably be win/be won** by an African runner.
13- How is this word **spelled/spelt**?
14- The little girl **was spoke/spoken** to her teacher.
15- The wet clothes **were hung/hanged** from a clothesline.

**Soluciones:**
1- will be repaired 2- was painted 3- was put 4- was drunk
5- will be held 6- is being eaten 7- had been hit 8- was felt
9- will be seen 10- has been stolen 11- has written 12- be won
13- spelled 14- spoken. 15- hung